About Siamese Medicine.
BY DR. C. BEYER.
The medicine of the Siamese has been treated in an
exhaustive and clear manner by Dr. Bradley, in the Bangkok
Calendar of 1865. If I venture, nevertheless, to speak about the
subject in this meeting, it is because I myself, when I commenced
the study, was not acquainted with this essay, and I believe that
bis publication has fallen into oblivion. The later publications
which treat on medicine in ~iam, such as Bastian's Reisen in
Siam, principally go back to this source, and I myself have to
t•efer to his work constantly. It is further of interest and due
t.o science once more to investigate these first reports, and for
this purpose Dr. Frankfurter and myself have examined some
Siamese works which have been added to the National Library
and which contain treatises on Siamese medicine. They were
copied in 1871 from the original manuscripts kept in the Royal
Scribe Department. Amongst these we more carefully examined
the Roganidan, namely, about diseases. We found the views
of Dr. Bradley mainly confirmed, and I was able to get some
additional information. It remains to be seen how far European
medicine has found its way into Siam since the year 1865. In
~mpiling this pa.per I made use of Chamberlain (H. St. Oh.)
Grundlagen des 19. Jahrhund erts, Pagel "Geschichte de1· Medizin,"
Balfour Encyclopaedia. of I ndia, B1stian, Reisen i11 Siam, La
Loubere ambassador of Louis XIV., Du Royaume de Siam,
appeared 1691.
Siamese medicine has its ongm m Indian medicine.
Siamese tradition says it was first taught by Komarabhacca, who
lived at the time of Buddha. As the name implies, he was the son
of a courtesan and was put away by his mother, and was adopted by
King Bimbisara. He fled from Bimbisara, and studied
medicine for seven years wi.th a teacher in Taxila. After seven
.Years he was sent out by his teacher to collect plants which had
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medical properties. He came back with the answet· that all
plants could be used in medicine, upon which his teacher declared
that he had completed the studies. Komarabhacca is the author
of the old Indian writings on medicine, which are considered as
sacred, and which even to this clay at·e kept translated into
Siamese in temples. 'l'hus, bot.h Indian and Siamese medicine
show the charactet·istics of Indian culture ; I mean the culture
of the miHd, not that which we have got by technical development,
which in my opinion ca.nnot satisfy mankind, who have higher
and nobler aspirations.
'rhe culture of India was from the vet·y beginning au
abstract culture, directed towards philosophical speculation:3,
against which the study of the concrete, the observation of nature
and practical utility were kept in the background, and it was
the characteristic of Indian culture that the study of the
concrete was neglected. Indian philosophy, and mathematics,
Indian religious symbolism are so a.bstract that it is difficult for
the · western mind to follow them entirely to their highest
aspirations; but this splendid talent for speculative philosophy,
this tn.lent for gettin g familiar with the most abstract things,
caused the more positive side of the human mind to be absolutely
neglected. I nclian science is a philosophic, theoretical science ;
inste!'td of sober obse t·vations, the collecting of facts, of e:-::periments,
we find, as we shall see presently, in Indo-Siamese medicine:
specula.tive ideas which, stctrting from a preconceived idea, tried
to adapt it to medicine and its therapeutics.
In Indo-Siamese medicine we have the notion that the
human body, as all other things in the visible world, consists of
four elements, namely, wind, water, fire ancl earth; ancl illnesses
are caused if these elements in their mi~tme and proportion to
each other get. out of order. This, as it is well known, is also
the idea of Plato, whose philosophic medical ideas are pt·obabJy
based on Indian cultm·e, and to be found as a leading theory in
·the works of Hippocrates, the bther of medicine, ancl of Aristoteles.
As in all external things these fom elements, namely, water,
fire, earth and wind, are contained in different compositions,
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thus all things are influenced by the composition of these elements
in the humai). body and are producing. health 01· illness. Thus
we can account for the answer, given by Komarabhacca to the.
question as to what plants are useful in medicine, namely, all.
If, for instance, t.he element fire, enters in abnormal proportions
the human body through nourishment, air or other iufluences,
the equal proportion of the elements is disturbed, and the
consequence will be one of the illnesses caused by fire, such ltS
malaria, typhoid, measles, small-pox. Each element has its
special season in which it is prevailing ; for instance, in the rainy
season it is the element of water, in the dry season the earth,
in the hot season the fire, and in the autumn the wind. Thus we
:lind in the Roganidan the common phrase: 'ln these months it
is the wind which produces illnesses, in that fire,' and so on with
the other elements, as Dr. Bradley rightly puts it. Each element
is supposed to have its season of peculiar diseased influence, as
the fruits of the earth have their seasons. If one of the elements
is affected, it can influence the others. The human body is
composed of these elements, and thus we fiucl the element earth ir1.
twenty constituent parts or the human body, namely, ha.ir, nails,
teeth, skin, muscles, nerves or veil~s, bones, marrow, spleen, heart,
liver, tissues, diaphragm, bowels, and stomach ; the element of wate1·
in twelve parts constituent, namely, bile, saliva, serum, tl-anspiration, fat, tears, mucus, ancl urine, etc. ; the element of wind
contains necessarily breathing and is contained in six constituent
parts of the body; the element of fire is made manifest in our own
temperature and a sort of vis vitalis, and is prominent in four parts
of the body. The wind blows consta.ntly in our bodies. By it the
blood is put in motion, for the heart is considered, not a motive
organ, but a thinking organ, as is shown by such expressions as
djai eli, sia djai, po-djai. .They could not overlook that in opening
an artery the blood flows, but the beating of the pulse, and the
flowing of the blood are produced by the wind in our body. Thus
apoplexy and epilepsy are produced by the wind blowing towards the
heart and towards the brain ,; or what we call failure of the heart is
<;aused. by wind blowing into the ~1ea1·t, thus tearing it open and
producing instantaneous death. Gr again the wind, which blows in
six different directions, blows too much downwards and causes
[
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flatulence, pains in the stomach, etc. It is particularly the wind
which causes illnesses and the usual answer received to the question.
·what is the matter? is: pen lorn. The idea is not particularly
clear, as I have often found that when the patienb had difficulty in
expressing himself he was glad to answer my question whether it
was the wind-pen 1om-in the affirmative. Nowhere do we find a
systematic descdption of diseases ; they are satisfied to give the
names of diseases without symptomatic or diagnostical rema.rks.
Besides the movement of the blood, the wind is responsible for the
movement of the bile, bowels, transpiration,-lom pikan, i. e. the
wind is out of order, is an explanation which meets all sorts of
illnesses. Pain in the stomach, and rheumatism in the legs, are caused
by the wind blowing too much downwards. Dropsy is an illness due
to the element of water, in which, however, fire is also implicated, as
this is not sufficiently present and the water cannot evaporate. In
the hot season illnesses prevail which are caused by the element of
fire; in the rainy season too much water enters the human body by
absorption and causes many illnesses, aU falling under the
designation of Ah Po.
The earth produces illnesses by its invisible mist and
evaporation, and cholera is produced in this way.
Besides this the Siltmese believe that good and evil spirits
l1ave a certain power over the elements in and outside the body>.
and thus produce illnesses.
It is the ever recurring thought that illnesses are the con-sequences of our own doings, and just as in Europe many people try
to conciliate God by pilgrimages, so the Siamese by " tam boon ''
tries to acquire merit and health.
It is characterilitic of the Rogiinidan that anatomy r~nd
l)hysiology are not mentioned at all. Siamese medicine has no
knowledge of anatomy and physiology. Indications with regard
thereto, as -I found them in Bradley and from some other information, appear absurd. They know, of course, that there are
bones, but besides the fact that they believe there are 300 in the
body I could not get any further details. The muscles are for them
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only an undifferentiated mass of flesh. There are ten large blood vessels which are distributed in 2,700 small, and two principal vessels :
summa and amoprii.lr. How they arrive at these figures they cannot
explain. The Siamese have not the slightest knowledge of anaton)y,
a12d therefore there does not exist any surgery at all. Like the
Burmese they employ neithe l' knive3 nor any other instmment
for operations. With regard to fractures they simply state that
if the bones are in disorder they must be cautiously treated,
without guarantee for success. Some t)f the superficial veins
are known to them, as Bradley already states, but they have no
lmowledge of nerves, in fact the word for nerve and blood
vessel is the same ( sen). They know the large 01:gans, heart,
liver, stomach, spleen, and pretend that the spleen serves for the
grinding of food. They believe that the liver is so loose that
it can easily move from its place, and that by its sinking
mental disorders are produced. The Siamese books appear to know
nothing about the treatment of wounds ; they are satisfied with
\Happing up the broken limb in cotton wool, dipped in coconut oil.
With regard to obstetrics the case is scarcely bette1·. The
midwife, o,r in ntl'e cases the Moh, by pressure on the utern:;;
t ries to press out the child at the end of the birth.
But
they do not know of any correction in the position of th e child .
However you kno w all about the b:u ba,rous custo m oE the lying- at
the fire, which we also find i n Burma,, Cambodia and Annam.
According to this, from the highest to the lowest rank, the young
mother must expose herself t o the fire, all except those who are
treated by European methods. She lies on "" small bec1 befo re
the fire, the room is clark, the smoke is not allowed to escape ;.
and to be there is more than awful. The time is different;
after the the first baby generally thirty days, the second fifteen,
the third ten, and late1· on five clays. Besides that she gets
purga,tives. As a reason for lying at the fire, it is said tha t the
discharge which normally follows the birth should be dried up
as soon as possible, As the Siame:>e themselves consider this
lying at the fire a torment., they ought to be able to convince themselves, from the treatment of European ladies and
the fact that in cases where the doctor forbade the lying at the
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fire the patient recovers. that this tt·eatment is unnecessary.
So it is scarcely conceivable why they should stick to this
custom. It appears, however, that besides old tradition female
vanity has something to do with it, as it is said that th(
lying at the fire gives them a nice yellowish complexion (nang
nuen ), and the beauty of a Siamese lady consists in her complexion.
The custom is to be repudiated inasmuch as the mother througll
this treatment frequently does not have enou!?h milk for the
baby, and the excessive mortality of children may be accounted
for by this maltreatment .
Some few words about Siamese medicines. Dr. Bradley
states that the Siamese doctors are not acquainted with the fact:
that in each illness the body has a natural tendency to expel the
cause of the illne8s, and tha.t the treatment of the doctor
should be simply confined to assisting this process. Their
medicines, which are taken from minerals, plants and animals,
ha.ve the pmpose of opposing the elements of fire, water, earth,
and air, which are either in excess, or deficient. How this is
clone is not stated. Besides they alleviate the storm raging in
the interior by cupping, plasters and poultices. The preset·iptions
contain any amount of medicines, but they all follow the
principle of Galenus : an illness which has been produced by an
excess of fire should be treated by tL medicine which has the contt-ary
properties. Prescriptions regarding diet are given by the Siamese
Mohs, but I could not find any particulars .
.Among the ingredients there may possibly be some which
are useful; only it is difficult to know, as a Siamese prescription
consists of many ingredients, sometimes even as many as one
hundred. Practically most likely all the plants of the country enter
into their pharmacopaea. Besides other medicines they prescribe
also the Bael fruit ( ma tum) against dysentery. As a rule they
use those medicines as decoctions, which the patient takes by potsone pot contains two or three q ua.rts. The mixing of the ingredients
takes place in a mortar before the eyes of the patient, as the
Siamese Moh as a rule does not leave the patient during his illness;
but to this rule there are now already exceptions. Besides they
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give medicines in the form of pills. Siamese medicines are used
generally besides Chinese medicines, and such is the force of
tradition that the Siamese, from the highest to the lowest, resort
in the first instance to their national medicine. Besides that
European medicines, such as quinine, potash of sodium, castor
oll, antipyrin, phena.ctin, are used and may be had itl all Siamese
drug stores. Vaccination is general now in Siam, and it seems
that a pure vaccine is manufactured now in Siam. European
medicine-! do not say medicines -has undoubtedly gained ground
in Siam, even if slowly. An important step could be taken by the
Wang Lang medical college, where Siamese Mobs are instructed,
in scientific medicine. The great majority of the pupils of the
college are educated for the mi litary and civil departments, but they
are allowed private practice. One must not expect too much
of an institution which is still in its infancy; scientific training
cannot be acquired so quickly as technicalities, A great
disadvantage is that the pupils do not know English, and as the
scientific works translated into Siamese are few-I mention there
especially the translations of Dr. McFarland-the students have not
much opportunity to make further studies after having passed
the examinations. :tfowhere more than in merlicine stopping
means retrogt·ession. Nevertheless, ftlthough it may be said of
these Mohs that a little knowledge is a dangerous thing, it is a
sign of progress, and these Mohs will in due course eventually
propagate sound ideas on medicine among the peopl€.
Siamese Mohs are generally divided into moh luang, or royal
physicians, and moh ratsadon, moh tjali:ii, the physicians of the
people, that is physicians who have not studied the sam·ecl books on
medicine. The moh luang are the servants of the King, and attend
to the Royal Palace. The highest of them are the King's own
doctors, and the rest are distributed among six gt·ades. Promotion
is generally granted on the proposition of the chief physician. There
are always Mohs in attendance in the palace, taking their turns.
The moh ratsadon are innumerable, as nearly every Siamese
believes he knows something of the art of heaiing, but he exchanges
his profession easily with another one. Most of the Mohs have a
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1ilpeciality; Siam is the country of specialities. They are educated
by reading Siamese writings on medicine, besides attending perhaps
a Mob as pupil; such teaching generally only lasts for a few weeks.
As known to you, priests also prescribe medicines and in difficulties
employ sacred water.
Besides those medical men there is another class of practitioners who prescribe no mediqine whatever but exercise their
healing powers wholly in the line of shampooing. They are deno-_
minated moh nuet. In Wat Poh a grettt many reliefs are found
which illustrate the art of sham pooing, which is highly considered
by the people. According to these figures shampooing is not
combined with pleasure. We also find there marble t ablets containing prescriptions for certa,in illnesses, and it may be noted that
t.he prescl'iptions are different according to the day on which the
illnesR arose, and are also dependeut on th e day on "·hieh the
patient was born.
Moh pi occupy themselves with exorcism, in expellin g from
the body by incanta,tions and holy water the evil spirit8
All th ese things are interesting for any one living in Siam
who takes an interest in t he country and Hs people, but after all
they only present an archreological interest.
But is -it not stran ge t hat Indian cul ture-and eyerything
in Siam is Indian culture - I ndian culture which in philosophy,
1·eligion, and folk lore, as well as in architectme has uttained a, high
standard, should have been with regard to the science of medicine
practically useless ? In the first instance tmnscendenbl philosophy
and medicine are difficult t o reconcil e. ~f edicine is occupied in
collecting facts by objective observ<ttioa uucl by experim en t. It
must not put aside those facts for vain speeulations if it will
continue its victorio us course through centuries. This fact has
not been r ecognised by Indian medicine; it has thus done nothing
for the progress of medicine. A physician may be a philosopher,
j)ut medicine has nothing to do with philosopl1y.
It must not be forgotton that the easy way of life enjoyed
by people in the tropics is not fn,vourable to serious scientific
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investigations. The Indian race being brought into constant
contact with nature has little opportunity for empiric observa.tions.
Finally religion is also responsible. It is one of the first
tenets of Buddhism not to take life, not even that of an animal.
How should he then approve of experimenting on animals? But as
he contended that his doctrine contained all science, he simply based
all science on religious philosophy. This is the reason why Indian
and consequently Siamese medicine did not enter into details about
anatomy. The nature of illness was based on phantastic and wrong
ideas and consequently misunderstood. Indo~Siamese medicine is,
it may be said, in some regards in a similar state to medical science
in Greece in the time of Hippocrates-who lived some two
thousand four hundred years ago, about 450 B. C.-especially with
regard to this idea of the four elements. But we must do justice to
Hippocrates whose ethics, whose knowledge of anatomy and surgery
was far superior to anything which I have found in the SiamesE>
books of medicine.
Before I finish this essay, I beg to thank Dr Frankfurter
most heartily for the kind support he gave to it from the beginning.
He devoted a great deal of his time to the translations from the
Siamese, and I am sure that without his very kind assistance this
paper would and could not have appeared.
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ORDINARY GENERAL MEETING, 7TH FEBRUARY, 1907.

D1scussro~ ON DR. BEYER':,; PAPER.

An ordinary meeting of the Society took place in the rooms
of the Engineering Society of Siam on the evening of Thursday the
1th February, 1907. The Pt·esident, Dt·. 0. Frankfurter was in the
ehair.
At the outset the PRESIDENT said :-Before proceeding with
the business which has brought us together to-night, I tt·ust you.
will allow me to put on record, i.u the name of our Society, our
deep-felt regret and sympathy at the untimely death of Mr. Bourke.
Untimely, indeed, the death has been in more than one sense.
He was full of life and everything predicted for him a career of
usefulness, happiness and honour. He had in the office which he
occupied great success, and he had gained the confidence of all with
whom he was brought into contact ..
Our own Society owes to him a masterly paper on Archreo·ogical Researches in Month on Puket, and when he was elected
only the other day a Member of the Council, we had hoped that
through his eminently sympathetic nature he woclld have gt•eatly assisted us in our endeavours, for besides being a keen observer he
brought to all he took in hand congenial sympathy and industry.
I would now propose that an expression of our sense of the
sad loss the Society has sustained be recorded in our Proceedings,
together with the Society's deepest condolence to Mrs. Bourke on
the terrible afHiction which has befallen her.
DR.. H. CAMPBELL HIGHET : I second that, and personally
<leeply regret the occasion for doing so.
The motion was adopted in silence.
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THE PRESIDENT then said :-The subject Dr. Beyer has
c1wsen "'l'he Theory of Siamese Medicine " is one that appeals t o
every one who takes an interest in the development and evolution
of the human mind, the study of which is the source and origin of
all human aspirations. The theory of Siamese Medicine is a subject
which has not been seriously approached in any of the books
treating on Siam, and I am sure we must be thankful to Dr. Beyer
for drawing attention to it. Just a year ago we were favoured by
Di:. Highet "\'vith a paper on. the health and climate of Bangkok from
the W·estern stftndpoint, so that Dr. Beyer's paper will to a certain
extent, be a necessary complement to it.
DR. BEYER then read his pa.per.
THE PRESIDENT

in vi ted the medical men present to open the

discussion.
DR. HIGHE'l' said h e had listened to the pr.per with much
pleasure, for he had been in Siam for ten years, and he hftd not before
known what Siamese Medicine was. It appeared to be very much
what he had learned in Singapore of Malay Medicine. There seemed
to have.. been the same impress of the Indiftn mind on Malay Medicine
as there had been on Siftmese Medi.cine-ancl by Indian he presumed
Dr. Beyer meant Hindoo. He dicluot find, however, from what Dr.
l3eyer said, that there was any impress of the Arabian physicians,
who had influenced Malay Medicine. The litter seemed to luv&
employed their minds Jess in evolving wonderful theories; they
seemed to have employed their minds and eyes more in ascertaining
facts and in deducting causes from effects. But the theories they had
heard with regard to the elements wet'e the same in Mahty Medicine.
" An gin" played much the same part in Malay Medicine as " lom "
in Siamese. Siamese Medicine seemed to be purely. empirical.
They had no knowledge of anatomy, physiology, pathology, · or
therapeutics; and therefol'e it was quite impossible to im<tgine that
their knowledge could be anything but empirical. It was tradit~on
lmnded down. While in practice in Singapore he had the misfortune to sprain his ankle. His wife's ayah massaged him, and he
found she followed closely the different mus.cles and tendons. In
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Teply to his questions she said she had simply been taught to d<l it
t.hat way. She had no knowledge of any reason. Probably it W<<ii
tlirough the Persians or Arabs that the .\1ahys got these traclitious.
To come to another point. In the Medical Ctlllege
the students were taught in Siamese, the langua,ge they kn.ew beilt.
He most heartily concurred with Dr. Beyer as to the need for thei1·
being able to read medical works in a European language. Once
they had left their College. it was impossible fot· those students to
l\eep themselves up in the adv<tuCtlment of science, if they hacl not
got the recent works and journals. There was no medical joumal,
so far as he knew, in Siamese to keep students up in the recent
development of science. It was the business of ever.y medical man
to read the medical journals. He was very pleased Dr. Beyer had
ventilated this question, for it was one of importance. Either they
should teach the students English, or they should produce a proper
medical journal in Siamese. Otherwise after leaving College the
graduates would lapse back into the ordina.ry Siamese Moh,
depending on empiricism and tradition.
Dn. GEOIWE McFARLAND said the fh·st point he should like
to refer to was the belief that there is wind in our bodies.
What'
ldnd of a wind he never could find out-whether a storm or a small
breeze, whethet· good or eyil.
He remembl:lrecl that once, when
called to s·ee a certain person, he wanted t.o get a specimen
of the blood.
Permission was granted, and next clay he went
back with a microscope slide, and a needle. 'fhen he was asked,
' Whe.:e are you going to take it from? 1
He explained that
lie would make a tiny prick iu the ear. But excuses bega.n to
multiply, and in tha end he was not allowed to ma,ke a pin pl'ick, in
t.he firm belief that through that prick some portion of wind would
escape. What would happen if it did esc:1pe, he was unable to find
out; but he could not make any pin })l'ick. In this connect.iou it
might be mentioned that tl1ere are " Patu 1om" in the body. Thus
the webs between the fingers and the toes were '' Patu 1om, " and
certain localities in the joints. That was where the Moh Nuet came
in. They obstructed the flow of blood at these localities, then
released it and there resulted a sense of warmth, which was beneficial. It was the business of the i\1oh Nuet to know those localities.
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As regards drugs they certainly had a good number of vm·y, very
.good drugs. One in particular w;ts " hong pan chan, " the root of
a certain shrub, and to his medica.l ft·iends h e might men tion that
.a, tincture of that was fa1: superior to tincture of iodine. 'l'hen they
had other good roots and herbs, the bale fmit, saJfron, etc. It was
au interesting subject to study these ch·ugs and compare them with
ours; !Llld he had himself done a smattering in that line. But the
great difficulty was that .he could not find two different doctors who
would tell the same story. They discriminated their drugs by the
senses. .-\ drug had a certain colour, taste, scent, and so on.
Coming next to the subject of the l\fedicaJ College, Dt·.
McFarland asked how it would be possible for the students to get.
a sufficient knowledge of English before they entered the schooL
A graduate in any of the ordinary schools who had acquired a
sufficient knowledge of English would not go to study medicine for
three years when he could go plump into some office at 80 ticals a
mouth. But suppose he spent three more years in study. Then what
would he get? That was the gl'eatest question ( he.tr, hear)
After the student graduated in medicine he fell into one of three
different grades. 1f he stopped within a certain radius rvund
Bangkok he got a salary of from 'fcs. 60 to 'l'cs. 80; if he ll.ccepted ~t
post at the farthes~ limih of the country he started with a salal'y
of between Tcs. 80 and Tcs. 100. The advantage held out to these
,young men after they passed th ei1· examinations was not sufficient.
They pt·efet·red to go into some office right here in Bangkok rather
than be ·sent into the Interior, where life was vet·y expensive.
Then there was the other phase of this question. There were
no t ext books in Siamese, and he did not think that ever would be
any unless more inducement was offered. He himself could and
would prepare more text books in Siamese ; but one's ardom· died
out; encouragement, assistance, support was lacking. The teaching
clone in the Medical College was done in Siamese, and the difficulty
was that words did not exist to express all the necessary ideas.
They did not even have names for all the different parts of the body.
Thus the wol'd for nerve was the same as the word for artery. New
words had to be coined. It might be asked why the students should
[
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not be taught the English names to begin with. Some did do so,
but he had himself generally adopted the phm of finding some
equivalent in Siamese, They hoped, howevm·, that some time in the
future these difficulties would be overcome.
Then there wa.s no medical nnga,zine. There had been a.
medical magazine sta,rted by the graduates of the Meclical College,
but it hacl an existence of only five or six: months. It containecl
articles and reports from different sections and from gt·aduates in
different localities, but owing to some difficulty in management, it~
went the way of the world. Possibly it might be started again, and
personally he would be very willing to offer his support.
TnE H,gy J oHN 0.\HRIN GTtlN Slticl that a dozen years ago o1·
more he had come across a copy of lt book on Physiology publishecl
by Dr. Bradley. It was in a pawnshop ne<tr Tapan Han, ana he
had always regretted not buying it, for he luul never seen another
copy.
Siamese materia medica was a wonderful thing·. I£ one went
into a Siamese apothecary's shop, one found he had all sorts of
leaves, wood, bones, horns, ancl everything in that line. Aftet· all
there were only a. few ways of making medicine. They would put
va,rious things into a pot with water, ancl st<:Jw ancl boil till they got
a decoction, which they clra.nk of copiously. But it touched the spot.
Anotl1er way was to take leaves and t ender woocl, and pound it up,
and then roll it np into a pilL Siamese pills were as big as marbles.
Then they had powders ; also they were fond of making poultices.
Sometimes one saw a little child with a great bunch on the top of
its head, or on a sore tied up with an old dirty rag. vVas it any
wonder they had running sores and blood. poisoning? 'fhen there
was the febrifuge, in the line of medicines for fevers. Generally it.
was bitter. The Siamese really knew nothillg about tinctures. If
they were nutking them now, it was becanse they had learned fl'Om
the medical school. Tn that way they hacl come to know of spirit of
camphOI', etc. On the other hancl they really had a notion of
tonics, or vitalizers. That was the reason why they used horns and
bones, which cont,tinecl phosphorus ancl lime. Again they under-
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!3tood astringents; one of the things they used was the bark of the
mangrove tree. In the prO\'ince of Takua Tung thet·e was a heap
of that wood in the boat on which he travelled, and he found it was
used for diarrhcea. It was a good bark for tanning also. The bale
fruit had been mentioned, and the rind of the mangosteen Wits used
by the Siamese as an astringent medicine. Then under the heading
<>f " counter-action" came poultices and the M oh N uet. Poulticeswere intended as counter-action for head .t che, rheumatism, pain in
the bowels, etc., and no doubt were good sometimes.
For diseases there were several general terms, such as cheb,
puet, rohlr, et.c.
There was a whole list of these, and thet·e was a
whole list also in thA line of medicines. The Siamese had a few
little superstitions about medicine. 'l'hey never allowed it to
t·emain in the presence of anyone while he died ; otherwise it would
lose all its virtues.
Personally he had seen only one Siamese doctor who could
be called a surgeon. That doctor lived at Ayuthia, and had died a
few months previously. He saw this doctor perform au operation
for a deep seated tumour ; and for this he had a knife, a syringe,
some acid, and some wine in a bottle. 'rhe surgeon had to gothrough at least half an inch of flesh to reach the tumour, and he
.started by cutting across it. Then he cut inwards, and put the acid
on to keep it from bleeding. There w,ts a flow of pus, and he symged
it with the wine.
Rerlying on the discussion, DR. BEYEJt said thet·e was
absolutely no tmce of the influence of Arabian medicine here.
But Siamese medicine was not entit·el_y empil'ica,l. It had a theory
or science, only it was based on wrong idec~s. Siam had no real
national medicine; whrtt it had was an Indo-Siamese medicine.
On the motion of the PRE.3IDEN 'r a vet·y interesting e\' ening
was brought to a close by <t vote of thanks to Dr. Beyer for his
able paper ancl to the gentlemen who had taken p<nt in the
discussion,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
-):o:(--

The paper, '' About Siamese Medicine," which Dr Beyer
l1as been kind enough to contribute to our Journa.l plainly shows
to us the laudable efforts which the Siamese have made in order
to bring medicine, it3 study and practice, into line with the general
development of the country.
The discussion thereon, by professional men competent to
judge, leads us however to the belief that but little progress has so
far been achieved and that little more could be expected under
present conditions.
However that may be, for the lay reader, the paper might
have been made more interesting had some dehils of Siamese
methods and practice in the art of haa.ling been given. Details of
this kind ate, of necessity, not easily accessible to foreigners,
especially when the native " moh" sees in the inquisitive stranger a
possible competitor.
In a learned book, recently published in Hanoi 1 , are to be
found some interesting details of sorcery and medical methods as
practised by the "Thos," a Thai tribe scattered, to the number of
146,000, over the stretch of country between Kwang-Toung and the
left bank of the Song Gam river, upper Tongking. We arc there
told that whenever sickness appears, the tnrban or headgear of the
patient is brought to the doctor-" pu tao " -who immediately
proceeds to place himself in front of a bowl containi:ng rice and
and three lighted joss sticks. The turban is held three times
over the smoke of these joss sticks, after which three handfuls of rice
are likewise exposed to the smoke and then thrown one to the
right, the other to the left and the third on the turban. This clone,
a small bamboo vase containing 100 small sticks is agitated over the
1.

Ethnogra.phie du Tonkin Septentrional, par le Oomma.ndant

.E. Lunet de Lajonquiere.
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bowl until one of the small sticks falls out. On it will be found
inscribed a reference number to a list of sentences such as the
following:

1.-" 'rhe complaint has been caused by the "tho cong " -.:
who has hken the soul of the child and sent him fever. The
patient will be cured in 6 days, but a sacrifice must ba offered at
the " tho cong's " altar."
Or, again:
2.-" The complaint should not be ascribed to a "phi '' 1
but the pa.tient has gone out Wfl,lking over the low lands and
.his soul has fallen; in five days he will be cured."

Should recovery not come within the specified perio::l
the " pu-tao" is recELlle:l anr:l, ap;nrently, will h:1Ve to tt·y
again. In case the number points to a sentenc3 fl,Sct·ibing the
el.isease to the a phi", the following method is resorted to:
Two coins, '' heads '' downwards, are placed on a small
wooden spatula, lacquered in reel and containin~ three gilt dot:;;
triangularly disposed. Then, the "pu-tao ", kneeling before the
patient's ancestral altar, drops these coins into a sm:"Lll copper
saucer with a rattan handle. It is essentiaJ, while so doing, that
the '' pu-tao " should think of the special evil spirit which, in his
opinion, is the cause of the trouble. His suspieion will be
confirmed if the coins drop into the saucer "tails" upwards. He
will have to try again, by thinking of another "evil spirit", in
case the coins do not drop as prescribed above. And now.
supposing the real "phi " has been discovered, it shaJl become
necessary to drive him awa.y. It being assumed that this special
"ph i " is tired, he is invited, by the "pu-ta.o ", to a banquet at
which rice, sugar crme, fowls and roas t pork are offered up to -him.
The meal over, the" phi" must quench his thirst out of a bowl
full of water, with a silver coin dropped into it. On the edge of
the bowl, the "pu-tao" cunningly fastens a round piece of b:tmboo, and blesses the water with a rectangular piece of wood,
lacquered red and bearing, on its £om sides, the following
inscriptions ;
1° - ''Tho cong "-'' phi " : mystet·ious spirits.

[
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1st. and 3rd. fa.ce: ''royal ordet· conferl'ing the right tu
master the power of the murderous spirit;"
2nd. face :
mysterious one ;"
4th.

"the

right

side

sends

forth

the great

face: "the left side sends f01·th the great force."

'rhe water having been b~essecl, the "pu-tao" invites the
evil Spirit to come and quench hi3 thirst. It would seem that the
" phi" is not credited with much dis tl'llst and expected to at once answer to this invitation by alighting on tbe small round stick (in bit·cllike fashion) . The "pu-tao "is, on the obhet· hand, ct·editecl with the
intuition of the propet· m:>n1e :1t of t!1is occurrence, when he abruptly
upsets the bowl; its contents and e•il s ~irit, together, being thrown
out and escaping through the hole3 in the flooring. The inquisitive
reader might here enquire after the silver coin which had been
thrown into the bowl. It was meant to be taken away by the evil
spirit in order to defray its travellitlg expenses on its way elsewhere,
but, in reality, remains in the hands of the "pu-tao."
The operation does not, howeve1·, end here, for the "pu-ttto,
furthet· searches the patielit.'s clothing and effects for straggling or
obdurate " phi " which he collects, by the handful, and throws out
into the a·;r, through the window Ol' over the verandah railings.
So much for the spiritual treatment of diseases; if now we
come to the materiaJ remedies, we find that:
Headache is supposed to be cured by:
1. -The application, on t he forehead, of cups made with a.
mufflon horn in which a piece of paper, or some charcoal, is burning;
2.-By rubbing the temples with garlic; 3.-by affixing to tha
temples sticl{ing plaster made with opium .
E,resores necessitate washings with a decoction of " athamantha" leaves, or the application of va.riou~ othet• l?lants in.
sachets.

r
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~araches will be treated with a paste made of pumpkin
cinders, pulverisel and mix:ed with oil aud cold wa.tet·.

An application of powdered pepper and water is also used;
in some cases, pieces of red chillies are placed in the ears, for
two to three days, or until the pain grows unbearable.

cr~

Colds are curable by stuffing the nostrils with
leaves; by eating hashed ginger cooked with meat ;

certain

Coughs, by smoking opium or eating ginger cooked in cinders
and mixed with sugar;
Toothache, by filling the cavity with some powdered roots or
with the wick of a burning candle.
Wounds are treated with poultices made with certain
powdered leaves, the wound being previously Witshecl with a decoc.
tion of pomelow skin ;
Bellyache and
sugar-cane leaves.

diarrhan~

by drinking

a decoction

of

Constipation is cured by dl'inking, twice a day, salt water
or a decoction of the cinders of the winga of flies, firat poundered
and then burned !
This much may suffice to show that medicine among this
~'Tho" branch of the Thai race consists of a mixture of spiritism
and emphi0al uses of vegetable or othet· sub.shnce3. This in no
wise differs from what is known of the trea.tment of diseases among
the Siamese themselves.
Perusal of such wonderful methods of diagnosis ancl tt·eat·
ment, may cause the superficial rearlet· to smile. Bub, het·e, let us
pause; for, the thoughtful student will doubtle.B rememlBr the
state of thinga, ttl'hong the people, in Europe itself some couple of
centuries, back. To recall a m3L'e ft·action or w1ut !u.s baea
transmitted to us of European medicines and beliefs in thos3 da.ys:
The breath of an ass, when inhaled, was supposed to expel
all venom from the body.
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Toothache was cured by the application of a dead person's
tooth over the diseased one.
H remorrhage was stopped by cctusing the pa.tient to bleed
through the nose over two straw,;; placed cross-wise.
Mange was cured by lying down, naked, on hay.
Coughs were stopped by spitting into the mouth of a living
frog.l
Does not this short list of treatments compare, almost
favourably, with the one above?

un~

And as to the evil spirits or ''phis," do we not also know
t.hat the exorcising methods of the middle ages pretended to drive
away the devil, or evil spirit, from the bodies of those suffering from
what we c.all to-day nervous paroxism and epilepsy?
To mention but one fam ous case:
In 1398, two monks undertook, by magic, to cure the rnadIless of Charles VI., king of France; the latter submitted but grew
worse aud the monks were decapitated. Two other ma.gicians then
undertook another cure by erecting an iron hoop supported by
twelve iron pillars with twelve clutins. '.L'welve persons were to be
attachec1 to these pillfLrs, but as only eleven wm·e found, the mfl.yor
of Dijon graciously con sen t.ecl to fill the vacancy under condition of
certfl.in cme for the king or de::~.th tJ the magicians. The
proceedings lasted several weeks and as the king was found no
better the promoters of this wonderful cm·e for lunacy were burnt
aiive.
Beyond all this, however, it is right to mention that, many
centuries ago, the beneficial effect of various vegetable drugs, for
certain diseases, was known in Europe ancl applied with success, just
as they are, to-clay, known to and useJ by the Siamese doctors ;
indeed many such were borrowed ft·om the Arn.b doctors of the
lOth century: Avicennius, Averhoes, &c.
1.

R.ambaud : Histoire de la Civilisation fran¥aise, Vol. 1, p. 373.
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Without entering into any lengthy disquisition, it can, from
the above quohtions and comparisons, be inferred that the popular
Siamese medicine of to-day is similar to what was practised itl
Europe some three hundred years ago. 1
And let it not be thought that because medical progl'ess was
so slow in Europe, the Siamese nation need not be expected to push
and foster the proper study and practice of one of the most useful
and most beneficial professions. Evolution and discovel'y are thework of .ages and centuries but adoption of true and all imp01·tant
-discoveries must not await the go:>dwill or prejudice of empiricism or
custom. 'rhe ex:tmple of Japan is there to show us what can ancl
what ought to be done in respect of general public health, and the
Russo-Japanese ·war statistics are an eloquent testimony to the
thorough training of the up-to-date J apanese doctors.
But even granting that the present medical establishment
for the training of young Siamese doctors is inadequate ancl
superficial, a lot of good could be derived from this institution if
its graduates would impress upon the people the urgent necessity
of homes free from dirt and stagnant waters, of more care in the
nourishment and rearing up of the very numerous infants, of whom
but a very small percentage do, under present conditions, ever
rea,ch manhood, Siamese doctors of this class, however deficient
in highly scientific medical training, if assiduous to this question
and successful in impressing these truths upon the population, shall
have do11e high service and deserved well of their country.
Siam needs population; her remarkable progress and the
fast development of her industries will daily render this truth more
and more evident; the race is prolific but the mortality is
appallingly large; the remedy can only lie in proper attention to
sanitary measures strictly enforced. Such measures are known,
but who will intelligently im.press them on her people? The answer
is self-evident and it cannot be any one else but the young Siamese
doctor trained on up-to-date principles and Science and earnestly imbued with the importance of his mission to his fellow countrymen.
R. BELHOMME.
1.

Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood dates from

1619.
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Siamese Missio11s to Ceylon
in the 18th Century.
In the Journal Asiatique X vol. VIII., page 533, Professor
Lorgeou has described a Siamese MS. having reference to two religious Missions which were sent to Ceylon from Siam in the miclclle of
the 18th Centmy. The MS. as f<tr as can be ascertained up to now
is unique, and from t he description Professor Lorgeou gives of it, it
appears both as regards style a,nd contents to be the work of a scholar.
Tt is therefore siucet·ely to be hoped tlnt the MS. will be published in
full, together with the MSS. kept in the Colombo Museum Library,
Colombo, dea.lin g with these Missions, viz : "Siyam Satndesa., " Religi ous letters in Pali written to the K ing
of Siam by the Buddhist Priesthood in Ceylon, 1746, and the
"Syamopasampadavata., " :tn account of the embassies to Siam anc1
t he introduction of Siamese ordination of Buadhist monks in.
Ceylon.
The history of the Mission of Phra Ubali to Ceylon was
published in Siamese in the Vctjiraf.\ana Magazine, Nos. 11, 12, 13.
It is, however, incomplete. The Phougsavadan as at present
published only contains reference to the Mission in the summary
where it is stated that:-" In t he Ohulasakaraj 1115, the year of
the cock, the fifth of the decade ( A. D. 1753 ), the King of Ceyl01~
deputed an Ambassador and his suite with a Royal letter, in which
the King asked that priests might be sent to establish the
Buddhist religion in Ceylon. His Majesty was then pleased to
invite Phra Ubali and Phra Ariyamuni with twelve priests to
proceed to Ceylon with these Ambassadors." ( 1. )
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